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To the Environmental Studies Department of the University of Montana, 
It was an honor and privilege to receive the Dawson Funding Award 

for my creative nonfiction thesis. I want to express my sincerest gratitude 
for affirming the validity of my purpose for being in this graduate 
program, which, as a reminder, is dedicated to studying how landscapes 
shape our perceptions of our environment, and by extension, our 
appreciation and desire to protect it.  

I also want to go ahead and apologize for utterly blowing this 
opportunity and making a fool of all aspiring environmentalists, you and 
me included. 

As my initial proposal details, I requested $750 from your 
department to purchase the newest GoPro technology, so that I could 
film a handful of different outdoor experiences throughout the year 
across landscapes varying in size, location, and scope, and use the 
remaining money for transportation. One such experience I wished to 
record was the multi-day backpacking trip in Mount Rainier National 
Park I previously planned with my good friend of a few years. We set out 
to complete the northern portion of the popular Wonderland Trail—a 
40-ish-mile-loop—within four nights and five days. With that experience 
completed, I can now report my findings. 

The footage itself is not part of my thesis, but if I were to submit 
it for you all to review, you would see all the sweeping vistas that make 
Mother Earth a source of inspiration for the mundane human: the 
white-capped dome of the Mount Rainier, whose curves and dimples 
were made radiant by the sunlight in the near-cloudless sky; the many 
tiny streams of former snowpack that trickled across alpine meadows 
wherever the earth sloped only slightly downward; the patches of moss 
and subalpine wildflowers that budded around these mini oases; a lake 
we camped nearby; the density of the snowpack under the evergreen 
canopies that obscured a good amount of the trail we needed to follow; 
the body of Carbon Glacier, partially hidden by silt runoff but notable by 
its size and cerulean tint; and the fierce color contrast between the blue 
sky and the white summit of the Windy Gap.  
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Faculty, you would not, however, see the other 95% of the trip. In 
the face of a terrain still packed with snow in late June, I could only 
film for a minute at a time, only providing three-sixty views of certain 
checkpoints, or a time-lapse of walking on a dry trail before having to 
put the camera away and focusing on where to walk in the snow. It was 
an overestimation on my part to assume that the adhesive strip that 
attached my GoPro to the top of my bucket hat would hold for forty 
miles. Instead it slipped off and filmed sideways after five minutes of 
uphill on the first day.  

Plus, the visual component was only a fraction of the experience. 
The footage did not capture the momentary relief of a cool breeze 
running across my face. It did not capture the ache in my shoulders and 
chest each night from lugging twenty-plus pounds of poorly distributed 
materials on my back. Nor my cries of frustration and anguish whenever 
my foot sank into the snow, or when my tent slipped out of the outer 
latches of my pack and I had to bend down and stuff it back in, or when 
my hiking partner told me we had two miles left to go instead of a mile 
and a half before we could pause for lunch.  

You wouldn’t have felt the spaciousness of being up there either, 
because I hardly could. The physical nature of this trip had us constantly 
on the move, putting one foot in front of the other, searching for the trail 
when it was buried in stubborn June snow underneath never-ending 
rows of evergreen, hoping we wouldn’t sink into a patch that would 
either briefly delay our movement or tear a ligament out in the middle of 
nowhere. I had no choice but to look down to watch my step, as opposed 
to looking upward at the distinct beauty of this region of North America.  

And, faculty, it did not capture the agony of hiking the final mile on 
Day One, when the sun was down and the trail was covered in snow and 
I was damp and cold from falling chest-first into a roaring creek. Nor did 
it record the horrific realization that I was grossly underprepared for four 
more days of this.  

 
And so, in my quest to determine how landscapes impact us in a personal 
case study, instead I was yet another contributor to the decades-old 
discourse of how we negatively impact them. Oh no, faculty, I’m not 
talking about corporations and politicians draining our finite natural 
resources as we speak—you all taught me that. This was an individual 
case study, where an aspiring environmentalist expended nearly one 
thousand miles of gas, purchased several packets of food with too 
many plastic wrappers to spare, and violated the basic environmental 
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steward’s rule of leaving no trace. However, considering the 40-mile trail 
we trekked is one hell of a trace already left, maybe we can be kinder to 
ourselves for being symptoms of the problem and not necessarily the 
cause of it. 

But worst of all—at least on a personal level— the physical strain 
of carrying 20-plus pounds on my back up and down 40-plus miles of 
land with 2000-plus feet of elevation gain per day kept me contained in 
my own five-foot-four frame, miserable in my own flesh, unable to truly 
marvel at Rainier’s fierce beauty for hours at a time. You would think a 
five-day trip of nothing but mountains, trees, and watersheds for a girl 
who’s desperate to seek inspiration from the outdoors for her creative 
nonfiction thesis would be Thoreauvian paradise–but no. And, the fact 
that I have a bad habit of associating environmental contemplation with 
a dead white guy from Massachusetts who made a writing career out of 
glorifying his vacation spot in the woods tells you that frankly, this was a 
doomed mission from the start. 

Instead, all I have to offer as empirical data for my “research” is 
the colonial undertones that manifest when a white person is mad that 
nature, even when it’s been trammeled and then manipulated and then 
fenced as a National Park, is kicking her ass just by existing. Truthfully, 
Rainier is an ice-cold bitch in the summertime, and her indifference to 
my suffering unnerved me to the point of wanting to curse her beauty 
out; but now, several months removed from the trip, I have more respect 
for her for it. If I caught word that a mid-twenties adventurer was out 
there having the same struggles as I, I’d probably smirk and side with 
Rainier, thinking: That’s what you get for assuming any landscape 
would easily cater to your desires of convenient wanderlust. Entitled 
pricks.  

 
By now you might have noticed, faculty, that so far in this report 
I’ve spent more time criticizing my experience than speaking to the 
incontestable beauty of Rainier. Here are some additional observations 
that the GoPro missed: 

● Snowpack tinged with red, which I always think is animal (or   
 human) blood when it’s actually bacteria; 

● A herd of mountain goats on the side of a mountain, blending   
 in with the landscape more than two humans in bright-colored   
 gear ever would; 

● Trout lilies; 
● A snake; 
● A frog; 
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● Another alpine meadow;
● My friend and I, one by one, scooching ever-so-slowly on our   

 asses over a log as the creek, at its maximum water flow of the   
 season, threatened to push us off balance and into the    
 chaotic unknown of rock and rushing water; 

● Me yelling and/or cursing at my friend, solely out of frustration   
 that he was navigating the snowpack better than myself. 

● Me ignoring trail etiquette rules of going to the bathroom at least  
 twenty feet from the trail and taking the occasional shit at most   
 five feet from where I walked. 

 
You would also see cedars and hemlock standing like soldiers of their 
land as we foreign explorers navigated our way through them on a path 
constructed by our kind. However many of these soldiers were felled 
to make way for the trail couldn’t temper the overwhelming populace 
of those still standing. I wondered if the total number of visitors on the 
Wonderland Trail since its construction outnumbered the remaining 
population of floral residences. If it did, it’s impressive that they’ve all 
been contained along one continuous strip of trail. As we hiked, I felt as 
if they were judging me for being there, constantly on the move, mentally 
in and out of the moment. The contempt they must hold for visitors 
who enter their territory, collect their photos, memories, inspirations 
and contemplations, and depart. And, lord, the hatred they must have 
when we leave our remnants on their bodies, be it human waste or 
unintentionally dropped gear. The irony of environmentally-oriented 
people like us trying to escape our humanity by entering someone else’s 
domain isn’t lost on me. 

 
As my friend and I trekked along, the moment of self-reflective 
existential inquiry came to both of us: what’s the whole point of multi-
day backpacking? How can you enjoy the natural world to the fullest 
when your mind and body are plagued with ailments and curse words 
and longing for the day’s journey to end? Who actually romanticized the 
concept of hiking up and down 2000 feet of elevation gain, sometimes 
twice in one day? And how does this make us any more superior in 
environmental appreciation than anyone who would only do a day hike, 
or drive to a vista? 

The answer, faculty, is that it doesn’t.  I’m now convinced that 
someone who spends their life indoors may be a better environmentalist 
than even the greatest nature lover. At least they wouldn’t have dropped 
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a hairbrush, a pair of sunglasses, a stick of deodorant, and a juice 
container-turned-water bottle along Rainer’s terrain.  

As if disposing my fecal matter on her body whenever I needed to 
wasn’t offensive enough. 

Forgive me, EVST faculty, and forgive me, Miss Rainier. I set 
out to record the experience of navigating a beautiful landscape, to 
archive moments of revelation in nature that originally drove me to 
enroll in graduate school and find a means to share these experiences 
with the world in the hopes that one person would be inspired to want 
to preserve it as well. Alas, no revelations were had, no Thoreauvian 
transcendentalist thoughts occurred, no primal sensations of joy and awe 
were enough to fuel me to write about the experience effortlessly, able 
to inspire other millennial nihilists in desperate need to step out of their 
egos and into the beautiful world that we continue to sort-of care about. 
Instead, I broke trail, stepped on innocent wildflowers not yet in bloom, 
dropped at least one article of gear along the trail each day, and failed to 
capture the footage on my GoPro I was hoping to. 

 
On our last full day, an eleven-miler, we muscled through another series 
of uphill-downhill switchbacks and arrived at a vista point that showed 
just how far we had gone. Rainier, the snowy queen of summer, stood 
furthest in the back, while the two mountains separated by a glacier and 
its running river of blood that we spent the last three days navigating 
through commanded the rest of the view. Of course, it was an objectively 
beautiful sight. It was like standing at the entrance to a royal hall, with 
Rainier’s summit as the throne, the blood of a once-beautiful glacier 
river as the winding carpet, and the sprawling blankets of evergreen on 
either side as her royal subjects. It could have even been a moment that 
years ago would have induced a primal sense of awe and wonder, instead 
of the neutrality in which I was observing it then. I suppose admiring a 
landscape from afar is vastly different from actually navigating through 
it. Previously, I always lauded landscapes for being able to take even the 
most self-absorbed person out of their ego and captivate them with their 
power and beauty. Now I see that they have the power to shrink a human 
back into themselves, to feel their own physical presence within said 
landscape and distract. It’s so frustratingly counterintuitive to why I was 
out there in the first place, but I suppose that getting to be truly intimate 
with a given place means understanding how brutal and unrelenting it 
can be. If driving to scenic vistas is love at first sight with a landscape, 
then multi-day backpacking is a trial run for learning that landscape’s 
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best and worst parts. Take her or leave her. Which I should respect out of 
an ecosystem I was so eager to be a part of for a few days, even as a filthy, 
foreign meanderer.  

 I could insert a reflection about the indigenous peoples who 
walked the terrain we did, without needing a permit or car or National 
Park Pass to do so, but that is beyond the scope of this report; and 
anyway, I don’t think I require a metaphor about myself being an 
invasive species bumbling through a region she has no generational or 
ecological knowledge of, yet feels unflinchingly entitled to explore, to get 
the point across. After all, most of us affiliated with the graduate program 
are all out-of-staters who chose to plant roots in Montana.  

 
The final evening in the park was the most memorable. We had 
completed another two-digit miler, this time looping back around to 
where we had crossed through our first day. The campground was 
another half-mile or so away, but after passing through it on Day One, we 
knew the loop junction that we arrived at was a better final resting stop of 
the trip. Most of the campsites we reached in the days prior were smack 
in the middle of the evergreen sea, making the evening vistas limited 
in their sprawl. Here, however, we could take in all the pieces of the 
landscape that I listed to you without feeling the pressure of our packs 
demanding we keep our heads down and legs forward. 

As the sun took its time going down, the mountain range that 
sprawls from Rainier’s center turned that heavenly shade of pink you 
might all be familiar with—the kind that looks so out of place in the 
rugged outdoors yet makes it all the more beautiful. 

I woke up in the middle of that night and had just enough 
motivation to unzip the tent and look up. Finally—an infinite void of stars 
to gaze upon ever so briefly in between hours of sleep and exhaustion 
and frustration. So many starry nights were missed in favor of falling 
asleep before dusk in late June. Moments like those are so fleeting yet 
so powerful that they manage to make the physical hell of getting to this 
point worthwhile.

You cannot learn a place just by physically moving through it. You 
have to sit in it, have the energy and capacity to absorb what you are 
looking at. Which is why I have so few details about Rainier’s landscape 
beyond snow that’s beautiful to gaze at but frustrating to commute 
across, rows and rows of terra cotta evergreen soldiers, and sweeping 
rock formations that are each too unique in their own right to be 
generalized by an out-of-place, floundering graduate student. 
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In contemplating this experience in line with the rationale I laid out in 
my proposal–to examine how spending multiple days in a landscape 
somewhat removed from the worst of human exploitation strengthens 
one’s relationship to the natural world–I now have to wonder whether 
or not this was a failure or success. From the perspective of a graduate 
student who asked for money to film an adequate portion of her 
backpacking trip, only to be hindered by navigating the trail whilst 
holding a tiny film device in her hand, then I’d file this funding award as 
a failure. If the goal was to experience a landscape in a particular manner 
and have a hearty reflection about the hypocrisies of environmentalists 
trying to protect the earth by wasting a handful of natural and unnatural 
resources to experience portions of it as an interactive museum, and 
whether it’s more difficult to backpack around a national park or write 
inspiring prose about it, then fortunately the $750 I requested wasn’t a 
total bust.  

University of Montana’s Department of Environmental Studies, 
I thank you once again for the financial support in reporting such a 
daunting but—hopefully—worthwhile experience. Sincerest apologies 
to whomever also applied for funding for a project that would have 
had more impact than an aspiring environmentalists’ multi-page self-
flagellation for trying to find a means of contributing to the climate 
change dialogue. If there are any profound sentiments to be expressed, 
it is this: maybe multi-day backpacking isn’t the best mode of observing 
and appreciating the layered beauty of the land. But it’s a very practical 
way of experiencing the unabashed twists and turns of a landscape’s 
being, to understand that it owes you nothing as you set out to trammel 
on its body, searching for answers you could otherwise come up with 
whilst sitting at home.


